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Abstract. Open in early 2020 as the pandemic rushed into Indonesia, made culinary and hospitality industry such: café must adopt a new normal quickly. New normal regulation from the authorities made restriction in crowd maker activities and regional mobility (PSBB). On this situation, Café shall make innovation to survive from the further economic crisis. Some protocol such as: wash both hands with soap, body temperature check before entering the buildings; limitation in number of visitors must be performed. This study purpose is to investigate the design innovation of café business during this pandemic. Using direct physical observation and literature studies, this research obtains results of certain innovation by the cafe such as: redesigning the interior layout, emphasizing the room ambience, and photo spots addition. Those innovations were expected to maintain café business during pandemic.

1 Introduction

The coronavirus from Wuhan, China, has penetrated Southeast Asia, including Indonesia, in 2019 until now [1, 2]. This virus has spread all over the earth, so it can be said to be pandemic [3, 4, 5]. The spread of this virus is via physical contact, droplets and airborne. The covid 19 symptoms can be seen on hard breath, cough, flu, loss of smell and fever [6]. The total covid-19 cases in Indonesia reached 1.74 million cases with detail of 1.61 million were cured, and 48,305 were passed away. In 2021, January has reached 14,518 new cases, which is the highest case in Indonesia [7].

To minimize the spread of this virus, the Indonesian government campaigned for the New Normal Adaptation (AKB). The AKB is a new habit to maintain health and avoid the spread of the Covid-19 virus by implementing health protocols (5M) such as washing hands, using masks, keeping physical distance, avoiding crowd, and minimizing mobility. By following health protocol and new normal adaptation, people can avoid the Covid-19 virus and continue their activities without harming others [8].

The spread of the virus can occur in crowded places in public buildings such as malls, cafes, religious buildings, cinemas, etc. [9]. Therefore, this situation brought a significant impact on the economic sector, especially: culinary business. Many restaurants were bankrupted due to the decreased number of consumers at this time [10].
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Regional policy of restriction in activities and mobility (PSBB) by the government to minimize the spread of Covid-19 making a significant decrease in café visitors. So, many cafés are reducing their price, products, and employees. Entrepreneurs in the culinary business are trying hard to keep their business from more losses [11]

Previous research of café during a pandemic [8, 12, 13] has shown some innovations, such as photo spots additions, new menu, and enhancement of the marketing section to attract more visitors. They didn’t inform the innovation in physical and service design yet. So, the purpose of this research is to investigate the innovation of café business during this pandemic on design and service innovations regarding health protocols.

2 Method

This study uses a literature study and direct site observation. The data is obtained from the site and descriptively analysed with the health protocol, interior design and café related literature (Figure. 1). The data such as location, photo, and layout being collected by several visits during pandemic on 2021.

Fig. 1. Research diagram.

3 Material and Discussion

This café is located on West Pleburan Street No. 16, Pleburan, Semarang City. (See Figure. 2). This café opens from 07.00 - 23.00 WIB. It has two floors with indoor and outdoor dining facilities. The research being investigated both floors and reported the physical evidence only.

Fig.2. Site Olifant Café.
3.1 Café Design Innovation during Pandemic

3.1.1 Circulation Scenario

The circulation of visitors is shown in the red arrow (Figure 3). The visitors come from the lobby after checking the temperature, choose a table then order menus using a barcode scan on the table. This cafe uses “on table service” that made visitors order and served by waiters at their tables. To minimize the physical touch and keep the physical distancing of waiters and visitors, the waiter presents the menu to the dining table complete with cutlery by the operating procedure shown in Figure 4. This scenario also keeps the visitor from roaming to other places, except to dine at a table, go to the toilet or pay the bill at cashier.

![Floor Plan Olifant Café](image1)

![Table Service](image2)

**Fig. 3.** Floor Plan Olifant Café.

**Fig. 4.** Table Service.

3.1.2 Temperature Check & Washing Faucet on Lobby

The olifant lobby is located at the entrance to the café. At this area, a temperature check was performed. This temperature check is a mandatory procedure written by the minister of health regulation [14] and related research body temperature with COVID 19 [15]. So, if the visitor has a fever or more than 37°C of body temperature, the café could not allow them to enter. Furthermore, the café administrator may contact the COVID 19 task force to check the visitors. This lobby is also equipped with a sink so that visitors wash their hands before entering the café area. To make a friendlier ambience, this lobby was decorated with the theme of the café decoration, adjusting the situation and conditions. This month coincides
with the month of Ramadan so that the decoration of the café nuanced Ramadan. Placement of lighting on unique spots that add a more dramatic impression. (Figure. 5). This atmosphere become mandatory for café to maintain the space ambience [16].

Fig. 5. Lobby Olifant Café.

3.1.3 Physical Distance Layout

To provide physical distancing on the table and seats, café Olifant applies the strategy of a table for four-seaters being reduced into two people only by giving an (X) mark on the chair. By giving the mark, the visitors shall understand and follow the scenario (Figure. 6). The distance between the tables is also assured, with at least 2 meters to meet the health protocol regulations. The café workers are also being ordered to keep the scenario of health protocol being followed by the visitors.

Fig. 6. Dining table layout.
3.1.4 Attractive Interior Design

Photo spots have been prepared to attract visitors to the café [8]. This spot is decorated according to the existing situation and conditions, such: Christmas, Ramadan, etc. This photo spot is being a unique attraction for visitors. This themed photo spot creates a new atmosphere from another café [16]. Because at this time, visitors like to take selfies. In addition, this photo spot indirectly carries out promotional branding to others if the photo is uploaded to social media [17]. (Figure.7)

Fig. 7. Photo Spot Decoration (left: ramadan, right: christmas).

The stairs as the access to the 2nd floor was being decorated with bohemian style such: combination of white colour on the wall, brown colour on the wall decoration and floor colour make a simple elegant impression. (Figure. 8).

Fig. 8. The Stairs.

The all-white appearance and air vent brick on bathroom were being applied to add aesthetic. The plantation of green vegetation was made the impression of cool and clean. Therefore, this café is having all corners to please the visitor for taking pictures. (Figure. 9)

Fig. 9. Photo Spot in The Bathroom.
3.2 Cafe Service Innovation during Pandemic

3.2.1 Barcode on Table

The usage of barcode menus on the table has become an innovation in health protocols during a pandemic for minimizing touch. Previously the used book menus offered by waiters but now with a barcode menu on the table, visitors can scan a barcode using their phone to see the menu and then call the waiter for the menu to be ordered. (Figure. 10)

![Barcode on Table](image)

Fig. 10. Barcode on Table.

3.2.2 Multiple Payment Option

The bill of this cafe can be pay cash by real money or electronic money by scan the GPN barcode on the cashier area. The implementation of GPN barcode scan, makes easier payments, not making long queue and reduce physical contact between cashier and visitors. Near the cashier counter also being facilitated with a hand sanitizer to be used after doing cash payments transaction.

4 Conclusion

Innovation is a response to many limitations and conditions. In a Pandemic situation, Café as a culinary business must make some improvements in physical and service. Regarding the health protocols, ministry of health regulation, market demands and technology, some innovation, such: circulation scenario, temperature check and water faucet on the lobby, physical distancing layout, attraction interior design, barcode menu on the table, multiple payment options have been implemented. With designed scenarios in visitor circulation, the café can apply body temperature checks and handwashing in the lobby and prepare the table for physical distancing regulation. The photo spots placement, thematic decorations, and clean hygienist image have been installed to attract more visitors. Finally, technology innovation has been applied in minimizing personal contact during the order, service and pay. Thus, this Olifant café design innovation is an effort to maintain the culinary business during a pandemic. The strategy of Olifant café can be adapted not only in culinary sectors but also in other public buildings for keeping their activities and business on the healthy and safe track.
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